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ABSTRACT

The status of technology of the pulsed relat ivist ic electron

m has been examined and summarised in this report. With the

present technology the beam generator can be used either as &

source of intense electron burst or to produce bursts of positive

ions? x and •y'-raya» gT1(* ̂ autrons by suitable secondary reactions,

A large number of applications have been indentified where this

technology can play an important role* Typical applications of

cbe technology includes

(a) Generation, and heating of fusion plasma

(bj Development of high power laser and

(c) Sterilisation gjii radiation sources«

The present day cost of radiation produced by REB is compe-

ti t ive with the cost f°f radiation produced from CO-6O sourcee

At the same riffle there are indications that the cost of radiation

from REB source can be significantly reduced with advanced

technology© The type of equipment developed by various labora-

tories to study rea l i t iv is t ic electron beams is also included

in this report*
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1 , INTRODUCTION

In recent years the pulsed electron beam technology

has received considerable attention. Of partioular, iaterst

haa "been the technology- of beams with electron energy of

100 ke? a»4 more. This is classified as the relativistie

electroti beai&OREB). Associated with the energy, other

pararaeten- of interest aret the total current and current

density of the beam, duration of the beam and the pulse power.

She typical beam parameters achieved thus far

are listed in Table 1.

Table 1

RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM PARAMETERS

Electron Energy 100 keV - ̂ 0 MeV

Beam Current 10 kk =1 MA

Beam Current Density 1Q'A/SB?- 10 A/cm

Pulse width 10 nsec •• 100 nsec.

Pulse power 10'watt - 10 ̂

Energy delivered 1 kj - 1 MJ

The purpose of this report is to rsvlew briefly

the present status of the Relativistic Electron Besm Technology,

and its application in various fields, It is hoped that this

report will serve as an interesting and useful reference saterial

for scientists and engineers working in thia field.
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The field of high power pulaed electron been appears to

be lees than ten years old . But it has already established

a film base and haa opened up a number of interesting scientific

questions and technological applications.

Essentially the published literature on this eubjeot puts

emphasis on the characteristics of the energy source, the beaa

emitter and the interaction of beam with mattiir under various

conditions. It is also to be noted that the ocience and

technology of the relativistio electron beam is still In the

developing stages. Accordingly the material examined for

this rtyort has been arranged under similar headings, For

txarnple, section 2 of this report deals with the voltage 3ourcee

for enerfjisiriK the beam generator, the electrode configurations

for producing beams, -. i aorae of the problems associated with

the i'oousaing of auoh beams. The special techniques developed

lor tae diagnostics of the beam are discussed in Section 3,

while Section 4 Bummariaes the overall performance of the KfcB

equipment developed by various laboratories in the world.

Pulsed electron beams with parameters in the

range indicated ebove are of considerable interest and fiad

applications in the fields of irradiation and radiation damage,

ion acceleration"1^ plasma beating* 5 •'. and, fusion

A brief account of tb« wse of .puLlaed electron beams in some

of these applications 1B given in Section 5 of. the report.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SET HPi

The experimental set up, F i g . i*fJ used in r e i a t i v i s t i c

e l s t r o n beam s tud ies can be broadly divided into three components

namely,(1) a power Bupply to provide the pulBe of energy for

er+raot ing the beam,(2) the emission diode for generat ion of

the beam, an« (3) a t e e t zone to inves t iga te the in te rac t ion

of beam with ex te rna l f i e lds and mat te r e The following d i s -

cussion i l l u s t r a t e s the design and operat ional features of the

genera l experimental Bet-up.

2.1 Power Supplies for REB

The range of parameters tha t charac ter i se the present

day r e l a t i v i B t i c e l ec t ron beam genera tors sre l i s t e d in Table 1»

v a r i e t i e s Of power supplies have been developed, t r i e d and

found auccessful to meet the requirements of intense r e l a t i v i s t i c

e l ec t ron beam« Table 2 i l l u s t r a t e s the various power supply

schemes adoped by m e dif ferent l abo ra to r i e s giving d e t a i l s about

the energy, peak powers and the pulse durations obtained by theme

The block diagrams of di f ferent power sources are i l l u s t r a t e d

in F±g«2 These var ious schemes of power supplies have t h e i r own

advantages and l i m i t a t i o n s , A b r i e f discussion of the various

techniques i s presented below,

2.1 .1 Marx Pired REB

The conventional Marks surge generator i s ahown in Fig<»3a

and the output wave form in P ig .3b . Here a largo number of high

energy low inductance capacitors are charged in p a r a l l e l from a

comparatively low charging voltage(*s 50 k?) and discharged in

s e r i e s through spark gaps. The Mars surge vol tages are in the

m i l l i o n vol t range. The insu la t ion problems here are compar-
a t i v e l y l eas complex.



Continuous insulation is required only upto 30 kV and megavolt

insulation has to be provided only for the pulse duration.

The spark gaps are usually of vacuum or high pressure types, in

order to provide wider range and minimise the inductance and

dissipation.

Pulse forming networks (PFN) can be incorporated in the con-

ventional Marx circuit in order to improve the output wave form.

A modified Marx surge generator incorporating pulse forming net-

work said the corresponding wave form are shown in Figs. 3o and

3d respectively.

The limitationa of the Marx fired REB scheme is that a very

large number of capacitors are coming in series and the syBte»

inductance is Increased considerably. This limitB the peak

current and prolongs the duration of the pulse. The consequence

of both thesp limits1 na is a limited peak power for a given,

energy storage. For peak powers upto 10-10 watte, this

scheme has i ts applications*

•i.'.l ^arx Triggered Transmission Line Sired R£B

This technique, illustrated in Pig.4, is aa improve-

ment over Marx fired REB, discussed above and overcomes some of

i t s limitations. The conventional Marx surge generator pulse

charges a transmission 1Ine in a. few micro-seconds. The energy

stored in the transmission line is then discharged into th® diode

gun when the preset gap Z fires as shown in Fig, 4 . The trans-

mission line rany be a stacked st*ip line, a co-axial capacitor

or a Bliun-lein. The •-Hel'setrjc media for the transmission line
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m&y be oi l , high pressure gas or water. Water seems to be the

most popular choice in the 500 W range,, Water has the advant-

iftga of very high dielectrio constant (tt.80) and i t s m">at favou-

rable "titne-to-breakdown" characteristics* Oil gets preferred

in the oraltimegavolt range because of i t s very high dielectric

strengths

The main advantage of this arrangement ie that the system

inductance of the Mw:x bank is out of the consideration and i t ie

only th© transmission line parameters that mattero Since the

•fcranaraiosion lins is of oo-axial nature, i t acts as a pulse

forming network. ThlB scheme has no limitations on peak power

and durations on the pulse, Peak powers upto 10 "- 10 "' wgtts

have been obtained with derations as smell as 3 manos5conds«

2.1.3 Tranpformrv- wired REE

i scheme of this set up is shown in ?ig*5» S&is is

an alternative technique for the generation o.f voltage in t

"million volt rauge" »and makes use of the cransforaer principle

rather thea Mars configurations High snergy fast discharge

capacitor t>«nk is dlsohax-ged at about 20 K7 to 100 k? level

int© the primary of a pulse transformer* The stepped~up

voltage on the secondary feeds tireotly to the fi&ld emission

diode gun* Since th® transfonner is without ths ferroiaagnetlo

oor®, volt-ages in the million volt«=range can be generated with

durations in the naaosecond region, fhe major insulation ID.

the transformer, ifi moat of these cases, Is either high pressure

or o.11«
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Tha design of the transformer is relatively simple since

the major insulation has to be provided only on impulsive basin.

iUe main advantage of the transformer scheme over the Marx con-

juration ie ito compactness*

?.1.4 Transformer Triggered TransmiHsion l i n e Fired RISE

This scheme is Bhown in Fig.6. This is similar to

the transforaer fired BJEB Scheme except that the transformer energy

is first stored in an intermediate fast seotion which ultimately

discharges into the diode load at the preset voltage level*

The advantage of this technique is that a ferromagnetic core

can be usnd in difference to the transformer fired KBB, thus incre-

asing the coupling and energy transfer. The transformer design

m this case is comparatively easier since no special effort has

to be made *- ~4nimioing the transformer inductance.

2.1.5 DC Generator Tri^.;r ed Transmission line Fired REB

The scheae ia shown in Fig«7» This is the most straight-

forward method of generating million-volt-level pulses for RSB.

The DC generator ueed is generally a Cockcroft-Walton type or a Van-

dc-graaff type, j^ 0*-axial capaoitor is oharged through a current

Halting resistor in milliseconds or more and discharged in nano-

seconds through a triggered spark gap into the diode gun load.

Tan disadvantage of this method is that the co-axial capacitor is

bulky in size and critical in the design since continuous insulation

has to be provided for a millon-volt-level.



2.2 The EmiFBlon Mode

Two types of emission diodes are commonly used for the

generation of the high powered pulsed electron beam. In the

field emission diode emission current densitiee of 10*to 106A/cm2

are drawn from the cathodes in ths fora of needlea with hemis-

7 ft

pherical tipa when electric fields of 10' to 10 volts/cm are

established at the cathode tips. In the alternative type of

diodes the source of electrons is a thin layer of plasma

hed near the cathode surface afl £ result of the applied

high voltage BOTOBB the diode*
'<LS., 1 The Firrld Emission Diode

Different types of cathode geometries have been used

in practice. The commonest type which has been used extensively

in flash x-ray tub:fa conaiets of multuple needles (tens to hundreds)

where ifc© to ta l ciirrent 1B shared by a large number of cathode t&pse

Thin type of cathode configuration has the advantage of long

l i fe said the needle density can be controlled to provide the

required be«a density*

A single blunt needle of stainless steel with 4 inch shanfc

diameter with hemisphere at the end has been used in the Hermes II

^lash-x-ray generator K^ operating at 12 MeV. S.E.Graybill

st al^1* at Ioa Physics Cooperation used t to 4 t ips with t ip

diataatera of (VH? ca operating at 3 MsT to produce beams of 7000A

.fro® individual tips,, 1 4B diameter 5/861 thick brass disk
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containing 200 conical indentations or studs 1/8" in diameter

at the cone base, was used in the Cornell University generator '

operating at 300-500 KV for 50-60 nsec duration and giving pulBe

•orrent of 30-100 kA.

A typical field emission tube together with the drift tube

is shown in Flg.1* The tube base is capacitively graded using

metal rings in a solid insulating material. The oathode anode

gap is about a centimetre and the anode is a thin titanium

film (about 0.001" thlcknesa) to allow the beam to be transmitted

into the drift region without much attenuation* A high vacuua

in the range 10~* to 10"' torr is maintained la the tube.

Because of the high current densities drawn from the cathode,

space charge effects dominate the beam behaviour and tube im-

pedance la decided mainly by the geometry of the field emitter

array*

r.2.2 Plasma Cathodes

A different type of diode geometry investigated by

Friedman et.al^ 'is shown in Fig.8. In this geometry, called

the foil-lesB diode, the thin anode film separating the diode from

the drift region is not present. The oathode and anode are

truncated oones and the beam passes through the hole in the anode*

In the geometry shown in Fig.8 the beam genera d is an ennular

beasa which emerges from the roughened conical surface of the cathode.

The magnetic field which is used for focussing the beam also

penetrates the diode region and is so arranged that the field

lines are parallel to the emitting surface in the diode. A.
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variation of this foil-lees arrangementK ' iB shown in Fig.9.

where the cathode consists of 9 needles with correeponding

aperturned anode cones. The foil-lees diodes have the main

advantage that the beam is not absorbed and scattered in the

anode film. Further, this geometry can be used with voltages

down to 250 kV. Another advantage claimed is that it can be

operated at higher pressures upto 10" torr. However, this

geometry has the disadvantage that drift region pressure

cannot be varied over a wide range to study beam plasma inter-

actions. Foil-less diodes operating with voltages of 250-750

kV fc^id giving beams upto 30 kA for durations of 50 neec. to

1 us have been reported by Friedman

An altogether different type of cathode for concentrating

end guiding intense relativistic electron beams had been reported

by W.H, Bennett*1 . This new cathode consists of a dielectric

rod (glass or porcelain) of diameter 2 to 4 nun and length iO

eras inserted into the cathode and extending towards the anode.

Even bent glass rods, tubes and helices were found to guide

the beam quite efficiently. Beam currents upto 200 kA had been

carried in a thin layer of plasma just above the guide

surface.

Recently, W.C. Condit et al>15^ reported extraction of

instantaneous current densities of 2.7 MA/cm and power fluxes

of 1.87 x 1012W/cm using a 2 ram glass rod as cathode. The

rod breaks down or tracks along the surface when the voltage

pulse from a. cosxial pulse forming network charged to 1.5 MV

or higher is applied generating a highly conductive £l's-sma

from which electrons are omitted into the gep(fev; rcra)
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and are accelerated through the gap potential difference. The

current densities are measured using an apertured Faraday oup0

Ihe measurements show that more than 755* ef the beam passed

through 1.5 ma apertures in tantalum plates into the Faraday

cup.

2.3 Beam Propagation and Focussing

The electron beam which passes through the anode fila

enters the drift tube(0.5 te 1 metre length) whioh is ptmped by

a separate evacuation system. The pressure in the drift tube

can be varied over a wide range (10" * torr to 760 terr), She

beam behaviour depends an the space charge neutral is at ion by

ions and shows pressure dependence. When beans of very high

currents are considered the self Magnetic field(several kilo

gauss in beams of 100 Id and above) causes pinching of the beam

at ehert distances from the anode* To prevent this on

external magnetic field in the range 5 to 15 kilo gauss is emp-

Xeysd to help propagate the beam over large distances. The

magnetic fields are ef pulsed type with rise time ef the order

sf i millisecond. The high voltage pulse to the field emission

diode is applied sat the peak of the magnetlo field* Very

often the magnetic field iB designed to penetrate the diode

region so as to guide the beam from the cathode. The dynamics

of relativistic beans and the effect of magnetic fields hare

been analysed by lawson* 1 6^ 1 7* and Bennett*18*.

3. DIAGNOSTICS

A variety of diagnostic techniques have been employed

ia R£B investigations. Since the energy is supplied i» short
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duration pulses the measuring techniques should also be

capable of good time resolution. Where this is not possible

tin© integrated measurements are carried out. The important

beans diagnostics are current and voltage measurements, measure-

in ont of current density and i t s distr ibution, and, energy

density measurements. Optical photographic techniques also

give useful information about the beam propagation and

focussing. Electric and magnetic probe methods , x-r&y^ ^' and

neutron measurements^ '>vZ1-' ^r^ employed in underatandiiig

beam plasma interaction* The following discussion i s limited

to electron beam diagnostic procedures,

3 .'{ Electron Beam Measurements

3.1.1 Beam Vo] tage

Because of the very short duration of the voltages, the

conventional method of voltage measurement using spark gaps
(?2)cannot be used. Resistive and capaeitive voltage dividersx '

specially designed for good pulse f idel i ty are used for display

and measurement using a high speed oscilloscope having a rise

time »f a few nanoseconds. The design of the voltage dividers

should ensure compensation of self-capacitances and self-inductances

of divider elements so that the scaled-down pulse displayed on

the oscilloscope has the seme characterist ics of the pulse being

measured. Proper care and attention i s als© to be given to the

loading effect ©f the divider chain as well as to the Impedance

Batching of the cable used between the chain and the oscilloscope.
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"5.1 .? Bpam currt-nt

The beam current is measured using a RogowBki coil or a

magnetic pick-up coil which respond to the changing magnetic

field due to the net beam current. The beam current is also

generally monitored by using a low inductance resistive shunt

placed in the return current path of the apparatus. Because

of the very high magnitudes of the current with fas*i rise time,

special precautions have to be taken to eliminate the effects

of induced voltages due to stray fields.

"5 = 1;3 Bean current Density

For low current densities( < 1500 A/cm2) thin film

(Dupont M-6C-300) dosimeters oan be used* Increased trans-

mission at 6550 A0 due to radiation induced dye bleaching is

read out by optical scanning. In general, beam current density

in space and time ht " >=>en measured using Faraday cup arrays

The electrons collected by the individual Faraday cups return

to ground through low inductance resistances whese output ie

measured to give the current density. The spatial array gives

the current density distribution* Changes in current density

distribution with time are aleo obtained by monitdring the

Faraday cup currents as a function of tin®.

3.1.4 Beam Energy Density

For energy densities of few cal/gm pAlymer films^ ^' hare

been used in beam path. On exposure to radiation the variation

of optical density at 630 nanometers is linear with a^orbed doae

and independent of dose rates in excess of 10^ rads/sec» Energy
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deposition with depth has been studied using stacks @f

filmB by calorimetry. Spatial arrays of taermocoupled graphics

blocks have been used extensively to measure time integrated

energy densities upt© 1200 cal/gm. This methed is the most

suitable one for beam energy measurements.

3.2 Optical Photographic Methods

Optical photography is a powerful tool for the studies

concerning the behgMour of the luminosity column,, Per exsaple,

the streak camera photographs show a periodic expansion and

contractioa «f the luminosity region* The intense illumination

in the discharge column often produces photoionisation in the

environment surrounding the electron beaa. The beam behaviour

and its focussing in the d&ift region as a function ©f pressure

can be studied usir.g photographic methods* Rotating mirror

and streak cammeras have been used to photograph REB generated

luminosity column in the drift tube,

4. SURVEY OF EXISTING REB FACILITIES

A brief survey of the existing relativistie beam

facilities at the various laboratories is given below9 A summary

of the beam parameters of these facilities is presented in

Table 3.
(5)

The Naval Research Laboratory accelerator tubes

employ large area cathodes to produce multiple bee® as als®

hollow beam geometries* The beams are self focussed due t©

beam pinching. Another group at Naval Research Laboratory

is utilising an exploding wire sourcev 3' for eleetroii
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A fine tung-sten wire, 3 to 4 cm long, iB exploded at the output

terminals anrt the group is looking at the electron beam drawn

froa the narrow plasma channel to the anode. Ihor Vitkovitsky

and his collaborators working on this device estimate current

densities of 50 MA/cm and energy density of 40 kJ/cm .

deuterated polythylene anode they observed 10 -10 neutrons/

pulse emitted isotropically and hence infer that these are of

'-.hermonuclear origin*

M.Friedman and his associates developed field emission

tubes for producing hollow besnsa as »1BO multiple stream

bc£.-a§' ' f ^ ' . These tubes operate with foil-leas anodes and

the beaa enters the gas region through an anode opening. Unlike

the beans which have trt p ^ s through a thin anode foil these

beams are not scattered jn films and hence lower beam voltage

down t« 250 kV can rr u:;fid for beam plasma interaction studies.

The Sar.dia labs Hermea II generator^ ^has been operated

«.? •-. flash x-ray generator. Ueing a 170 kA, 70 nsec pulse of

~ii. W electrons an x-ray dose of 6000 raris was recorded at one

--'.re dietance. Exp«rinient3 are also in progress at the Sandia
(26)

Laboratory using the Hydra electron beam generatorx ' which

pi"jvi<Rs for the generation of two electron beams each of 1 MV,

•j.5 MA with 80 n^cc, pulae duration. At the Field Emission Oorpn.

the diode tubes have multiple tip field emitters. An external

-"/metic field was used to increase the energy density of the

output beet* by a fp.ctor of ten.
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At Ion Physics Corpn. w / current density distribution of

a 3 W, 30 kA beam using multiple cathode t ips has been studied*,
(27)At Physics Internationalv " beaas of similar parameters have

been investigated using a variety of diagnostic techniques like

time integrated photography, graphite calorimeters and x-ray

dose me asurem ent.

At the Cornell University, operating modes of & pulsed

50 GW diode^ ' were studied using calorimetric and t iae diff-

erentiated current dis tr ibut ion studies. She plasma cathode

used is a, 4 diameter 5/8" thick i z brass disc containing

200 conical indentations or studs V8" in diameter at the

cone base. Current pulses of 30-100 kV at 300=500 k? for

duration of 50-60 nseo were studied.

(28)The Aurora devicev ' at Harry Diamond Labs0 has been

reported to have achieved a beam pulse energy of 2.5-3.0 mega-

joules for 125 nsec. At present i t s output Is 1,7 MA at

12 MeV for 125 nsec with a large beam area.
(OQ)

The generator reported by E.A. Abramyan et a l . *f makes

use of a resonance pulse transformer with Tesla-type coupled

oiroult to generate 50 nseo pulses of 10-20 kA current at

7 M7. The generator was used for studying high intensity x-ray

pulses emitted from the tube aftode and dose rates of 2 x 10

R/Sec. at the exit window and & dose of 10R at 100 cms were

reported. The pulse transformer type of generator developed

in the Soviet Union appears to be the most compact generator

for the high power pulses as compared to the Marx generators
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used elsewhere. Groups of Sclentlate at Kurchatov Ins t i tu te ,

T-Kedev Institute and at other places in the Soriet Union are

•orking on various applications of r e la t iv i s t i c beams including

fusion studies*

5. APPLICATIONS

The large bean current, the high power density and the con-

siderable energy available with KEB makes i t a powerful tool for

a v&riaty *f applications including plasma heating and fusion.

As fe source ef high intensity electron and x-ray pulses

-ha REB finds application in radiography, radiation damage etud-

-,=.* and irradiation and s te r i l i sa t ion of food and materials,

>r_e of the potential uses of REB are discussed briefly in this

"action.

•j.-\ Radiation Damage Studies

The effect of Bhort but intense bursts of radiation on

materials and their properties can be investigated* Either the

••: ,-ctron beat direct ly or the bremsstrahlung radia t ion produced

hj stopping the beam in a thick target can be used for irradiation

work„ The thermoelastic response of AX, Ag, 31, Ge end other

materials auojeeted to 2 MV, 18 kA, 40 nsec REB pulses was studied

by B..B. Oswaldx? ' by laser iaterferoaetry. The thermo-elastio

response and stress generation are also of considerable

laportance in the design and operation of pulsed fast nuclear

reac tors . The intense bursts of bremBstrahlung radiat ion would

make i t possible to study the radiation effects at very high

ĉ-3 0 r i t e s . For instance, the 7 Wt 10-20 kA, 50 feseo.faoillty
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(oq)

was reported by Abramyanv z" to produce a radiation dose of

10 R at one metre with a dose rate 2 x 1O11 Roentgena/sec. and

could be used for radiography of lead upto 160 mm thickness,

(28)
The Aurora machinev is designed to irradiate 1 metre cube

volume with a uniform doe© of 50,000 Roentgens in a single

pulse. Thus the RRB will serve as a powerful tool in the study

of radiation effectB at high dose rates.

5.2 Electron Beam St-erillaBtion

The most important feature of electron irradiation

for sterilisation application ie the very high dose rates

that characterise pulsed high power beam irradiation. Extremely

high dose rates in the range 10 to 10 * rads/sec. are obtained

using pulsed REB of 10 watts and above. This should be

compared with the dose ratas of 10 to 10? rade/sec. obtained

from 0© radiation sources« Hr has been shown by 3,Y. liable

et-al. that the high dose rate technique is equally effective

for the destruction of the mioro-organisiBs as the low dose

rate(Qo sources) methods. Further with high dose rates (10

rads/sec and above) phyeico-oheaioal degradation effects such

•s cross linking, colouration e t c normally present in low dose

rate Irradiation are very considerably reduced. Owing to ths

short range and consequent high surface absorption of electron

energy, the required sterilising doses of 0e1 to 2 Megarsds at

very high dose rates can bs produced by single pulse irradiation

even at low beam energies in the 100-500 keV range. However

eletron beams with higher energies in the range 5 to 10 MeV

with penetration of 2 to 5 cms in unit density material should
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also be of interest for food Irradiation application. It is

'so to ba noted that with pulsed electron beams the energy
4<* directed in the forward direction and ie absorbed in the

target with high efficiency aa compared to Co Bourses with

the added advantage of reduced shielding requirements. Thus

the REB technology should be valuable in basic investigations

©f sterilisation, asceptlc packaging and food irradiation*

5 .3 Ion Acceleration

The interaction of the HEB and the beam generated plasma

in light gases produces acceleration of the ions to very high

energies* Collective be as plasma interactions appear to faci-

litate transfer of beats energy to the ions end accelerate them*

S.E, Graybiliet al. described experimentB in which a rel&tivi-

stio electron bean of 1*6 MeV, 40 kA, 40 nseo v?»a injected into

6 50 en long drift tube containing hydrogen in the pressure

range of 0,05 to 0,3 torr. The ioaa generated were admitted

into another drift tube where their energy was measured using

time-of-Slight teohnique. Hydrogen ion pulBe currents of 1001

with 4*8 Me? energy were measure*'• Using the same electron

beam the author! also report acceleration of He and Ig te 3*9 MeV

and 20 MeV respectively*

Recent work v"' of J.S. luce and oo-workero al; Lawrence

livermor* Laboratory showed that pulses of 101* protons with

15 MeV energy were obtained by collective acceleration ueing

4 MeV, 30 kA electron fcsaa pulses of 30 nsee, duration. It ie

further interesting to note that the diode geometry^5) flg.10,

uses pointed nylon cathode tips and insulatad anodes of
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polyethylene (OHg) and deuratad polyethylene(CB2) mounted in

a grounded brass cylinder,, The energy and intensity of the

accelerated lone were measured by activation analysis using

suitable rear targets .

5.4 Neutron Production

The diode geometry shown in Pig.10 with rear target

was also reported to be very efficient for na t ron production.

Uisi&j a 50 kA, 6 Ms?, 30 naee electron burst aad deuter&tsd

poly©tUyleae(CD2) electrodes for cathods, anode and rear target

S. Frsesss s t s l . w ^ / reported a preliminary unoptis£i?ed yield

of 1. 7 x 10 neutrons per pulse* The experimenters estimate

that they eould increase ths seutron yield by & factor of 1000

by the use of deuterium-tritium target instead of the deutorated

poly®tbyls»s used in the experteente,, iseusiag a poiat source

with isotropio dis tr ibut ion the neutron yield of 1.7 x 10

neutrons per pulae would correspond to a fluz integral (nvt) of

1.2 x 1o" aeutrons/ca and a peak flux(nv) of 4 x 10 * neutrons/

ca / sec . at 10 on distance. For comparison purposes the fast

neutron yield© of soae pulsed saad eontinuous sources are presented

la Table 4,

5.5 Microwave Production

In the experiments reported by JeNati^i--" ' an annular

EEB of about 5 cm diameter carrying 30-40 k& current ©t sa energy

of 200° 500 ke? and a pule® duration of 60 nsec» ^as injected

into a cylindrical ridged w e guide in the presence of an axial

field of 3-12 kilogauss* Microwave oscillations of 7*8-9.»7 GHa

depending on the injection velocity were measured with a pa sale power

of 10 MW and a conversion sfflcieney of 0«,05$« Por th©se
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experiments a vacuum of 2 x 10 torr was maintained in the

v^ave guides.

'? •b LL£zl±)Ilk3SilJ.J' JUiX. r'aia,. .-Di achnrpe Lasers

In high power gnn l a se r s i t i s advantageoua to pre ion ise

the gas uniformly before fur ther exc i ta t ion at the desired

e l e c t r i c f i e ld l e v e l . Since the e lectric f i e ld needed for

pumping i s in general not adequate for su f f i c i en t ion i sa t ion ,

pre-ion.isation by electron beam i s of special importance in

high power gas lasers where large volumes of gas(for eg. He, N~&

C02 mixtures) at atmospheric pressure or above are usede At
7 •••- Alamos Sc ient i f ic Laboratory I .I1. Stratton et al>*0' used

'.*r£e area, low current density pulsed electron beams of 100 to

ZOQ KV to preionise HL, C02 mixture at 580 torr . The beams were

generated by thermionic emission in a high vacuum and admitted

to the gas region through a 0.0125 mm titanium window. A low

current density of 0,2 A/cm over a beam area of (100 x 8) cm

was used to generate laser pulBes of 8 ,us duration with 2 MW pulse

pov,er and 16 JouleB pulse energy.

An alternate approach to pre-ioniee gas uBed at Sandia

Labo, livermore Labs. e t c . i s to employ a high voltage(0,5 to 2 MV)

high current density (few hundred to few thousand AmpB/cm ) r e l a t i -

v±3tic beam to pre-ionise the gas . A 0,5 MeV, 1500 KA, 60 nseo.

REB pul^e with a rectangular area of (3 x 10) cm2 has been reported*1'

to have been used to ionise xenon at 15 atmosphere giving 10 MW

l a se r output power.
r -7 Trl&fma April cstionn

q
A 500 KeV, 10 v,-p.tts, 50 nsec. electron beam was used

by D.A. Hammer et al, to form an ionisat ion channel In one
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metre length of a gas dlsoharge oolumn at a pressure of 600 mm

of hydrogen and helium. This aethod of ionisation provides en

attractive alternative to laser pre-ionisertion for high

pressure Z~plnch experiments* Longer duration pulses would be

advantageous in preheating and sustaining ionisation before

Z-pinch heating ourrent flows. It ie also worth noting that the

pulsed eleotron bean equipment would be simpler and less expensive

compared to a laser equipment of similar joule capacity.

An annular type electron beam of 4-00 KeV, 40 £A, 50 nsec»

duration has been used by 0sA. Kapetanakos and D.Ao Hammer
v/

to heat plasma in a magnetic alrror geometry- They report a

coupling efficiency of about 30% which is optimised when the

beass and plasma densities are comparable and is independent of

magnetic field; provided it esoseda 2,5 kilogauss.

The use of REB for eoafineaent of plasE©w ' wae

investigated at Cornell University where an eleotron beam of

0«5 UeV, 10-20 kAs 70 nsee. was injected into an Astron type

mirror geometry and the resulting magnetic field was shown to

giv« the desired minimum B characteristic with eleotron layer

life of a few micro-seconds*

5»8 Fusion Application

Theoretical investigation of the possibility of

producing fusion reaction In a B-f pellet using a relativistio

eleotron bean was published by ?• Winte?berg^4' in 1963. He

estimates that a total energy of 5-4 HJ is x>®qulr@d to heat -

A 0,5 cm diameter £.3, pellet to thenacmucle&v teapsrstur©s

2fhe calculations shew that the faiteefc ©aer^ los© reeulte frosa

expansion and the confinement time satisfying th® Lawson criterion
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) is 2.5 nsec. The other Important loss mechanisaB

-•" breasstrahlung and electronic heat conduction set the upper

"• imit of 50 naec. for the duration of the input energy. An

electron beam from a field emission discharge at 10 MV and 10 ^

A focussed to 1 mm dianeter and delivering 5.4 MiJ into the pellet

is envisaged to meet the conditions for therrao ear ignition.

However i t W&B indicated that sorrorrading the l-D target with

heavy, high-Z material could reduce the cr i t ica l radius to less

than 0.25 cm thus reducing the input energy requirement consider-

ably .

The best available REB machines have energies one order

less than the requirement given by Winterberg, A more serious

problem which awaits solution is the focussing of these high

energy beams into a Bize of a few millimeters. However Bennett '

type cathodeB were reported by W.G. ;.. Condit et al. •*' to give

well focussed beams with more than 75# of current 1& 1.5 tun diameter

Using this type of cathode John Luce and collaborators^"'**' "*'

working at the Lawrence Livermore Lab. with 6 MeV, 50 KA, 30 nsec*

beam irradiated a deuterated ^lyethylene target and reported tho

production of 1,7x 10 nc irons per pulse with isotropio d is -

tribution. Though it is argued that the neutrons are of thermo-

nuclear origin because of the iootropic distribution the contri-

bution due to collective acceleration of deuterium lona has not

been ruled out. The laboratory is reported to be planning experi-

ments with solid D-T targets. At Sandia Lab. also experiments

are being plaru-c-d uniiig the Hydra Accelerator^ '(1 MV, 1MA,80nseo)

to implode D-T pellets.
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5*9 Miscellaneous Appliestions

I t was shown by R.J. Avery et al . 5^ that intense bursts of

high energy electrons cause spalling of rocks due to intense

sub-microsecond stresses of few kilobars. Experiments conducted

with 1.0 MY .400 A/cm , 50 nsec. beams showed spalling depths

of about 1 mm over an area of 30 cm . Further, the energy deposited

was of the order of 1,5 kJ to remove 1 câ 5 volume and the material

removed i s in the form of fine dust and aand. The low specific

energy requirement should make this process interesting for under-

ground high speed tunnelling and excavation.

5.10 Comparison Between REB and Co Source

The r e l a t i v i s t i c electron beam is a powerful source for

producing high intensity bursts of electrons and X and y

In th is section a comparison i s wade between KEB and Co source

as V-radia t ion sources*

5.10.1 K-ftadiation Source

A r e l a t i v i s t i c electron beam burst Af 20 nsec. duration at

1.5 MV and 20 kA stopped by a target cam produoe a IT-radiation

dose of 20 R at 10 cm distance during the burst . I t i s also to

be noted that this dose i s produced in 20 nsec. with the very

high dose ra t e of 10^ B/sec. Thus, the beam operated at 10 pulses/

sec. produces a dose of 200 R/sec. at 10 ca which is equivalent

to the dose produced by a 200 kilo curie Co source. As a sourcs

for i r radia t ing large volumes to high doees at extremely high

"dose ra tes the REB is unrival led. As.au i l lus t ra t ion the Aurora v t

Generator in USA operates at 15 MV and 1e6 MA for 80 nsec and can
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irradiate one metre cube volume at 50,000 R«

5.10.2* Ster l i sat ion and Irradiation!

The pulsed REB, l ike the do Source, can be used for

irradiation and aterl isat ion applications. For then* applica-

t ions the REB can be uBed t i ther aa an eleotron source or as a Y-

souroe. For instance, in the electron beam mode a 1*5 X^ 20 Kl,
2 3

20 neec bean with 10 cm area cab irradiate 3 om of unit

density material to 10 megarads in a single pulse* Operating

*t 10 pulses/sec, and with a 1000 pulses cathode l i f e i t i s

stimated that irradiation coBts w i l l be about Rs*1.25/lb/megarad.

this cost i s comparable to the irradiation cost of Rs.O.25/lb/

-f.carad of the Go sourceB. However, the REB irradiation cos t s

s.re expected to become much l e s s in future with improvements in

technology to enhance the l i f e of cathodes and power supply

components for repeated pulse applications. I t ia worth

noting that much larger cathode l i f e can be obtained by using

-lunt pins or roughened metal sheets as cathodes with higher

^o^tages of 5 to 10 MV. At these high voltages the REB

can be used both in electron bean and Y-ray nodes very e f fec t -

ive ly for irradiation work. As compared to Co sourc« the

REB source requires reduced shielding arrangements owing to i t s

directional and pulsed nature*
G. COHCLUSIOHS

*he following eonelueionB can be drawn from the surrey of .

l i t e r a t u r e on the r e l a t i v i B t i c e l ec tron beam technology:
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i) Although the technology of REB is nev/ and developing,

several industrial applications have been Identified where thiB

technology shows promise*

ii) The REB offers an economical and light weight portable

source of intense radiation for many advanced scientific and

industrial investigations as indicated in Section 5.

ill) The energy available from research REB units for producing

fusion plasma by heating a deuterium tritium (DT) pellet is with-

in one order of magnitude of the theoretical estimates. Indica-

tions are that the technology is also available for reaching the

theoretical energy limits for this purpose. Experiments of

irradiating deuterated target with REB have resulted in production

of. neutrons which could have thermonuclear origin*

iv) Shorter pulse durations (5 to 50 nsec) with higher current

densities (1O6-1O8 A/cm2) are important in fusion applications

while long duration (0.1 to 10^4s) pulses may be acceptable for

plasma heating application. From considerations of energy

absorption it does not appear advantageous to eytend the operating

voltage beyond 10 MV. Further detailed understanding of the

focussing and stability of very high ourrent relativistic beams

has great significance to fuel on applications.

v) Shook effects due to large energy input in&ort pulses

can be studied, and used for specific advantages.

vi) Further detailed investigations sir© needed to understand

the production, focussing and stability of high energy short

duration relativistic electron
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T a b l e

S OF PC7TSF SOURCES USED BY DTFFKRETJT lABORATORlS?
TO PRODUCE RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON EKAHS

... ::o. Type of Power Supply 3e=a ??!•' -ret-t

Electron 3ean Pulse 3ev~ ?=.
Energy current width energy p:

1 . ?.?:. Charbonnier
et.al

( 8 )

MARX FUZED RSB
-1! i ld Soiission Corpn.
MrVHrrville, Oreyaon

2 MeV 5 kA 5-0 nsec 500 J IT '

0.6 MeV 10 fcfi 5 nsec l a J € x 10"

2 . . ; . « . Crouch 4 ff.S. R±gk

^n i ' - ' e r s i ty of Maryland
MfflX THIGGiSEII

H.arxxn LIBE FIRED BEB
Laboratories,

, New Mexico

0.24 MeV 12 k i 5 nssc 15 J ^.0x10'

12 MeV 170 kA 100 nsec 200 kj 2 r

3 . Z.A. Abraniyan
L i s t , of N-jcl. Phys.

THAHSEBHHEH FIHSD RKB 5 MaV 30 kfl 40 neec 6 kJ 15 x 101 (V

S . 3 . I r ^ y b i l l & S.V.Bablo^ 7^

"Ion Physics Corpn11., D.C. GE1ERAT0R
Bijrlin«jton, Mass TRIGfGERSD HEB 3 MeT 30 k i 25 nsao 1.25 kJ 9 « 101QW



Table 3

HBLATTVISTIC ELECTRON BEflH FACILITIES

Sr.
Ho.

and Parameters Remarks
Voltage Current Pulse width Beast Energy

L.S.
laval Research Lab.

D.C.

Eefe eC Plasaa StosSies

500

5
750

900

fcV
HeV

kV

kV

70
20

500

1.5

kA

k*

kA

50

2C

50

50

nsec.
naec.
n sac.

neeo.

Large area Cathodes(about 4 cm di»)
have been used irith diode reel en

700 *?
250 k?

250 KT

16

60

11

kA

*A

50

100

1

nsec.
-naeom

BBSC

230

300

750

J
J

J

1.7 W pressure of 2 1 10 torr. flith an
2.0 kj EBA) arlal magretio field of 8 Kilogauss
7C fcJ(Gamble I) (penetiatlug Into diode region) a
50 kJi&u&ble II) beaa diasat«r of about 2 cms at

anode i s reported. The beams are
suitable for plan* heating and
for D-T pellet irradiation.

Bloctron guns without anode foil
and with eooeaon pumping for diode
and drift regions usad for bees
otudies. Annular and multiple
stream beads were produced using
nagt»tic field of 8-10 Lilogauaa.
Ttoss foiMeeo gana can operate
at prsasuiee upto 10~ torr.
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Sr.No. Investigators and
Laboratory Voltage Current Pulse -width Bear. Enerpy

Beinarks

12 KV 170 kA 70 naeo

T.H.Martin

Sandie LabB.

Albuquerque

New Mexico

(6) (26)

1 MV 1 MA 80 neec 60 W
( Hydra)

(« 0.6 MV

I
10 3 nseo

F.K.Charbonnier
et.al

Field Enission Corpri,

MellinVille, Oregaon 2 2.0 MV 50 neeo

The capacitor bank stores a naximnjr energy

of one megajoule. l^ith an 3,S, rod of £ '

shank diameter and a hendsphere at end as

cathode the tube waa operated as a flash
X-ray generator producing a typical dose

of 4000 rads at erne me'tr'diatanoe.

Two electron beamB each of 1 MV, 0.5 WA->

eO nsec produoed by t»o diodeo with

independent r-jsle forming linea have be«n

combined to fora a single bean.

The beam voltage is variable from 0.15 W

to 0.6 MV. Maximum pulsing rate of 100

pulses, per second ie possible with the

polser.

Variable Output Toltsga (0.5 - 2.0 MV)

and a power density of 10 watts a »

reported. Energy density of 100 cal/om

has been obtained at the window with

magnetic field focussing. Beam measurements

are carried out using Fart.;.ay cup *nd

aluminium foil attenuation. These beam are

suitable for studying radiation effects and

for Plasma diagnostics.



Tatt le 3 (Contd.)

BELATT7ISFIC ELECTHOH BSAM VACUITIES

S r u N o . Invest igators and
Laboratory

Beam Parameters
Voltage Current Pulse width Beam energy Remarks

& S.V.Nablo

Ion Physics Corpn.,

Burlington, Maes

.(7) 30 kA 25

W. T.Link

Physios International Co.

Saa Leandxo, Cal i f .

J . Clark & S.Linke

Coznell University

(10)

3 M7 30 kA 50 neec

3CKI-5OO kT 30-100 kA 50-60 nsac

Pour emitting tips with 0.15 am t ip

diasseter warn need. Beam behaviour

was studied using thin f i l a dosimetiy.

Stream behaviour at different points

on axis and curcrent deniety distribution

wore also investigated.

Large area (10 cm ) bean was admitted

into drift rogion and i t e befaa^ioutr as

a function of pw8sure in the range

10™' to 76O fcorr *as studied from

photography of the luminosity column.

Graphite «ftlorimetiy and attenuation in

alusrinium f o i l s were need for

neaBuxaiBents.

2 W Beam studios were done using a 10 Cm

disaster brass cathode with conical

indentations.
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ELECIPOM B'iW FACILITIES

Sr. Ro.Investigators and
Laboratory

Bo an Pilaw te r s
Voltage Current Pulse witth Beam

Raoarks

8c B.Bernetein et .al

f?RTTvT)iamond Labs

White oak, Md , USA

(28)

S.A. Abr&oyan
l a s t , of Buel.Phys.

Soviet Union.

12 HV 1.7 MA 125 2.5-5 .0 !£J

7 SE7 10 - 20 ki 50 n«sc 8 kJ

The Aurora generator hae four diodes
(trith separate pulse charging eyatoms)

generating four beaas of 14 HeV, 450 Yk,

120 r;8ec. The generator can produoe a
total bean poner of 2.5 x 10 umtto.
When operated In tb* X-ray csod« tha

generator can irradiate on« M t » oub*
at 50,000 Hoent^ena.

Comptct Teila-type pals* tr&tifoxaar
has been u»»<2 to produce the high
voltage. Thee operated &e a flash
X-ray gem ra tor a dose cf 10 H fit
100 en vith high dose r&te of 2x10
R/seo. ia.s reported. The X-rey bt*a
can ba used for radiography upto
160 nm thickness of load. The
generator i s useful for radiographing
quickly occuriitg processes*



NEUTRON OUTPUT FROM SOME PULSED AND CONTINUOUS SOURCES

„ _ Neutron
source

Operating Parameters

Pulse source

Peak Pulse Average
Power- Duration Energy

Continuous
source

Average Power Neutrons
per burst

Neutron output

Pulse eouroe Continuous
source

Peak Inten- Integral Peak
sity during flux jjvt flux_m
burst n/cm" (n/cin /

n/sec. a ^ 10 cms seo)at
1C cms

Neutron
t flux

(n/cia /
eec.)

"5. Re la t iv i s t io Electron

Beam(34)

2. H^Butron Plash Tube(35) 2 m

0" 83x10" seo. kW' sec.

2x10 seo. 4«5 w s 9^.

1.7x10

5x108

.10

2.5*10
14

1.23C107

3. Gcdiva I I
Pulsed Haaotor 10 4 MW eeo. 100 107 seo. 2x10 2x10

Apsara Reactor

5O Canada

Reactor

,(57) 400

40 Mff

2x108 a t
40 CQB
from ooro

3.9x1O15

in cent-
ral thi-
mble.
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